Motivation
The quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) method and their randomizations (RQMC) are highly interesting for the domain of lattice field theory. It offers the possibility to improve tremendously the asymptotic error scaling of observables obtained from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of lattice path integrals. Substantial reductions in computing time could be achieved if the QMC approach could eventually be applied to lattice-QCD (quantum chromodynamics in its lattice regularized form). A mathematical review of the QMC approach can be found in [1] . The major part of this contribution is based on our paper [2] (cf. also [3] ). The reader interested in more details is referred to this reference at any point of the following discussion.
In order to better understand the point where the QMC approach sets in with its improvement, we want to outline the typical workflow during the treatment of a general lattice problem with conventional methods. Such a lattice system might be described by the partition function Z = Dx e −S [x] given the action S. An observable O could be calculated by O = Z −1 Dx e −S [x] O [x] . Dx stands for the path integral measure of all dynamic fields relevant to the model under consideration. This could be for example the gauge field measure for lattice gauge theories or simply a particle path measure for quantum mechanical problems. It is originated in the high dimensionality of the lattice path integral that it can naturally only be treated by means of MC methods, provided that analytic solutions are missing. Within the variety of MC approaches the Markov chain-Monte Carlo (Mc-MC) approach turns out to be the most efficient, as it allows for importance sampling. During a Mc-MC simulation a number N of field configurations (x i ) i=1...N is generated successively, each of them based on its predecessor and distributed (after the thermalization) according to the Boltzmann weight. Then for each sample x i the observable O is measured, leading to N samples O i . Often, these samples are distributed normal, at least to a good approximation in most cases. Then, the asymptotic error of the meanŌ
. A fixed-factor increase of the error often arises from correlations between successive observations O i , which originates in the nature of Mc-MC methods. Both features, the crude asymptotic error scaling and the possibly strong auto-correlation, lead to a necessity to generate a large amount of samples to reach a given error level. In many cases it is even impossible to reach the target accuracy due to the lack of sufficient computing resources.
The QMC approach provides the potential to circumvent the aforementioned problems, as it exhibits certain favorable properties. Most importantly, it is able to improve the error scaling to N −1 , given that certain conditions are met (see [2] ). It is further encouraging to realize that the QMC technique has already been applied successfully in other fields like financial mathematics [4] for example. But before coming to specific demonstrations of this fascinating approach, we want to take a closer look to a prominent feature of QMC samples.
Quasi-Monte Carlo point sets are more uniform
Most point sets constructed through QMC techniques fulfill a so-called low-discrepancy property (see [2] , sections 3 and 4) also referred to uniformity or more uniform (than conventional Monte Carlo point sets). This property can be illustrated through a simple example in two dimensions, but whose results can be generalized to arbitrary many dimensions.
For this experiment the unit square [0, 1] × [0, 1], subdivided into 8 × 8 small squares of equal size, should be considered. Now, 512 points are generated pseudo-randomly 1 The color of each square corresponds to the number of points it contains. In the lower part of this figure we have plotted a histogram of the counts. We can clearly see that the distribution of counts is rather broad. This means in practice that many squares contain significantly more or less samples than one would expect on average, namely 8. If this set of points (x i , y i ) i=1...512 would be used for a Monte Carlo approximation of a two-dimensional integral
) function values in squares with very many or very few points contribute too much or too less respectively to the overall average. This can be seen as a possibly avoidable source of extraneous fluctuations which have nothing to do with the nature of the problem, the integral of f . Hence, it is highly desirable if the filling of squares with samples would happen more evenly. We will see in the following repetition of the experiment with QMC samples, that this is exactly what can be provided by the QMC method. We want to mention, that the distribution on the bottom of figure 1 can be described theoretically by the Poisson distribution, in the limit of infinitely many little squares keeping the average count per little square fixed (at 8).
We repeat now the experiment with exactly the same parameters but instead of a pseudo-random number generator we employ the Sobol' approach [6] , a special QMC method, for the generation of points. The result is shown in figure 2 . As can be seen in the upper plot, the filling of squares in fact happens completely even. Each little square contains exactly 8 points, and this leads to a delta histogram (shown on the lower part of figure 2). If again the points are used in the approximation of a two-dimensional integral the function values from each square contributing to the average are represented much better with respect to the area they cover, and hence, smaller stochastic fluctuations are expected, leading very likely to smaller errors of this approximation.
Through this illustration we might get an understanding on how the more evenly distributed samples from QMC methods could help to decrease the natural statistical fluctuations of stochastic approximations.
Lattice harmonic and anharmonic oscillator
We want to briefly introduce the quantum mechanical harmonic and anharmonic oscillator quantized through the lattice path integral, which we will investigate numerically later on. These systems have been investigated in detail already in [7] using the Metropolis algorithm, which is considered as a Markov chain-Monte Carlo method.
The underlying action
with the periodic boundary condition x d+1 = x 1 is obtained from the discretization of the classical mechanical action of a particle with mass M 0 passing along the path x(t) considered in Euclidean time on an equidistant finite time lattice with lattice spacing a and d lattice points (extent T = ad). The time derivativeẋ(t) is replaced by the forward finite difference 1 a (x i+1 − x i ). λ controls the strength of the anharmonic term x 4 i . Hence, the harmonic oscillator is obtained for λ = 0 and a spring constant µ 2 > 0. This condition has to be met for a convergent path integral. The anharmonic oscillator can be simulated with λ > 0 and µ 2 ∈ R, both being finite. The case µ 2 < 0, to which we restrict ourselves in the following, is particularly interesting, as the potential exhibits two minima in this case (cf. double-well potential). The quantization is performed through the partition function Z = e −S(x) dx 1 . . . dx d . An observable O of the so quantized system can be expressed as
The primary physical observables are
The ground state energy E 0 = µ 2 X 2 + 3λ X 4 + µ 2 16 and the energy gap ∆E = E 1 − E 0 between the ground and first excited state can be derived from them. The latter is determined from a non-linear regression of the model Γ(τ) ∼ C 0 1 2 e −∆Eτ + e −∆E(T −τ) to the data for the correlator Γ(τ), defined in (3.2), in a range of times τ where the influence of higher-than-the-first excited states is negligible.
Gaussian Sampling
As the action of the harmonic oscillator is at most quadratic in the variables x i , the corresponding partition function can be expressed as a multivariate Gaussian integral Z = exp − 1 2 x t C −1 x , where the components of C −1 are given by
. C is called the covariance matrix. For such a case, the sampling of lattice paths x is particularly straightforward, and can be based on samples z, which are generated uniformly in the d-dimensional unit cube. This is particularly useful, as most RQMC methods provide samples in this form.
Hence, our algorithm aiming at the generation of properly distributed samples x starts in the first step with 1. the generation of a uniform sample z = (z 1 , . . . , z d ) t ∈ [0, 1] d . This is either, as mentioned above, a RQMC sample stemming from a scrambled (randomized) Sobol' point set, using direction numbers from F. Kuo's page http://web.maths.unsw.edu.au/~fkuo/sobol/index.html, or a sample obtained from a separate uniform sampling of each dimension with a pseudorandom number generator. The latter case will be referred to as (conventional) Monte Carlo (MC) sampling in the following.
2. In the next step, univariate Gaussian samples w = (w 1 , . . . , w d ) t are generated by applying the inverse standard normal distribution function Φ −1 to the z i and multiplying the result with the square root of the eigenvalues λ i of C:
The eigenvalues are given in a closed form as
. As indicated through the (inverse of the) permutation π, the order of dimensions in z has to be modified such that the component z 1 comes upon the largest eigenvalue, z 2 comes upon the second largest eigenvalue and so on, until the last component z d meets the smallest eigenvalue. This can be achieved by determining a permutation π which brings the eigenvalues in decreasing order (λ π(1) ≤ λ π(2) ≤ . . . ≤ λ π(d) ) and calculating π −1 as the inverse of this permutation (fulfilling π −1 (π(i)) = i).
3. Finally, the multivariate Gaussian variables x i are generated from the orthonormal transformation x = Gw, where G = ℜ(F) + ℑ(F) is the discrete Hartley transform and
e 2πikl/d the discrete Fourier transform.
Results
The algorithm we just discussed was used to generate lattice paths and corresponding samples of the observable X 2 for a harmonic oscillator with the parameters M 0 = 0.5, a = 0.5, µ 2 = 2.0, and d = 100 for a fixed number of samples N = 2 7, 10, 13, 16, 19 . For each N the experiment is repeated with 300 scramblings (see section 5 in [2] ) of the Sobol' sequence in the RQMC simulation to allow the approximation of the error and the variance of the error. For the MC simulation 300 different seeds have been used to initialize the individual runs. A fit of the model ∆ X 2 ∼ C · N α to the determined errors of X 2 yields an exponent α = −1.008(15) for the RQMC simulation case and α = −0.49(1) for the MC simulation. A plot illustrating the results is shown in figure 3 . The outcome of this investigation basically proofs the full functioning of the (R)QMC method for a real, even though trivial, physical model.
To study the scaling for a less trivial model, we passed on to the anharmonic oscillator with the parameters λ = 1.0, M 0 = 0.5, µ 2 = −16, a = 1.5/d. The experiment was performed for d = 100 and 1000 dimensions. The sampling of lattice paths is less straightforward in the present case, but can be realized on the basis of the sampling method we used before for the harmonic oscillator. This happens with the aid of the reweighting approach (cf. section 7 in [2] ), which was first used in [8] . Additionally to the physical action S, describing the anharmonic oscillator, an artificial action S is introduced, which is constructed exactly as a harmonic oscillator action with a different set of parameters M 0 , a and µ . Then, harmonic oscillator paths (x i ) i=1...N are generated corresponding to this unphysical action S . Approximations of observables O of the anharmonic oscillator (described by the physical action S) are obtained from the
, where the weight function W is given by W (x) = exp (−S(x) + S (x)). Now, it remains to find reasonable parameters with the objective of reducing the fluctuations of the weights W (x i ) as much as possible, leading most likely to the smallest possible error of the observables. We found that only the modification of the parameter µ leads already to satisfying results, such that M 0 = M 0 and a = a could be left unchanged. A heuristic optimization approach led to a value of µ = 0.176. We adopted the procedure for the error determination as well as the regression (fits) for the exponents of the error scaling from the harmonic oscillator experiment. The results are shown in table 1. Plots showing the fits for 1000 dimensions are shown in figure 4 . From table 1 we can observe that the error scaling of the observables X 2 , X 4 and E 0 is significantly improved, although less than in the harmonic oscillator case. More specifically, we can conclude that, within statistical uncertainties, the error scaling is of O(N − 3 4 ) in all considered cases. In a further effort we investigated also the energy gap. In order to be able to measure this quantity, we increased µ 2 from −16 to −4 (keeping the other parameters fixed), leading theoretically (in the limit T → ∞ and a → 0) to a change of ∆E from 0.0015 to 1.576 [9] . For d = 100 dimensions and sample sizes of N = 2 5,8,11,14 we obtain an exponent of α = −0.735(13). These results are very interesting in that the imporved error scaling seems to be rather independent of the observable under consideration.
Outlook & conclusions
In this contribution we showed a first successful application of one specific RQMC method to Euclidean lattice models. We verified a perfect error scaling of O(N −1 ) for the harmonic oscillator and a strongly improved error scaling of O(N − 3 4 ) for the anharmonic oscillator with a double-well potential. The latter investigation also included the energy gap, which can be considered as a rather non-trivial observable, as it is obtained from the correlator using a non-linear procedure. A better understanding of this in-between behavior of N − 3 4 is planned for the future, and should lead to a better theoretical understanding on how the QMC method behaves when applied to non-trivial problems. Further improvements in the sampling of the anharmonic oscillator are assumed when an optimally tuned, more generalized covariance matrix is used in the Gaussian sampling step. Furthermore, other promising non-Gaussian sampling approaches, like inverse sampling [10] , are investigated at the moment, aiming at a better description of the anharmonic action and probably involving the potential to be applicable to a much broader class of lattice problems; though, it will be interesting to see in the future how efficient these techniques are in practice.
As a next step towards lattice gauge theories we are currently considering a one-dimensional spin like model, described by the action S = aI ∑ d i=1 − 1 a 2 cos (φ i+1 − φ i ), where I is the moment of inertia, a the lattice spacing, and φ i are angular variables with periodic boundary conditions (φ d = φ 0 ). This model exhibits topological features, visible through the non-vanishing of the winding number -a feature not present in the previously considered oscillator models but in other lattice gauge theories like QCD. Having managed this model with generalizable methods it could be envisaged that also generic gauge theories could be addressed in the future.
